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Abstract. Text Classification is vital and challenging due to varied kinds of data
generated these days; emotions classification represented in form of text is more
challenging due to diverse kind of emotional content and such content is growing
on web these days. This research work is classifying emotions written in Hindi
in form of poem with 4 categories namely Karuna, Shanta, Shringar and Veera.
POS tagging is used on all the poem and then features are extracted by observing
certain poetic features, two types of features are extracted and the results in terms of
accuracy ismeasured to test themodel. 180 Poetries were tagged and features were
extracted with 8 different keywords, and 7 different keywords. The model is build
with Random Forest, SGDClassifier and was trained with 134 poetries and tested
with 46 Poetries for both types of features. The results with 7 keyword feature is
comparatively better than 8 keyword feature by 7.27% forRandomForest and 10%
better for SGDClassifier. Various combinations of hyper parameters are used to get
the best results for statistical measure precision and recall for performance tuning
of the model. The model is also tested with k – fold cross validation with average
result 62.53% for 4 folds and 60.45% for 8 folds with Random Forest and 54.42%
for 4 folds and 48.28% for 8 folds with SGDClassifier, the experimentation result
of Random Forest is better than SGDClassifier on the given dataset.

Keywords: Emotions · Poetry · Feature extraction ·Machine learning · POS
tagging · SGDClassifier

1 Introduction

Feelings, emotions, sentiments are beautiful substance which human being cannot get
rid of, we feel we express, the emotions either by crying, laughing, singing, dancing,
jumping or bywriting. The cyberspace has given every individual an opportunity to freely
express by various means, videos on YouTube with poetry and story telling episodes,
or using any short videos featuring applications. Some sing, some speak and some
write, applications like YouQuote, allows individual to express by writing statements,
quotes or poetries, there are many such applications. When it comes to express, anyone
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prefer in the language they are comfortable, India with 22 major languages expressed
using 13 different scripts with approximately 720 dialects give options to everyone to
express in the language they know, they understand and can write. This huge literature
in multiple languages in India, gives the researcher a challenge to provide computerized
and automated solutions for almost all problems.

Hindi known to be an official language of India, with nearly 420 million speakers
needs special attention from researchers of this country. There are many researchers
who are consistently trying to contribute for enriching the web with all options to get
the things we need. Poetries are written emotions, which are expressed and measured
in Navrasas in Hindi, Ras means sentient, which also implies to sensation, sensation
of feelings. This research work is classifying those sensations in 4 categories Karuna,
Shanta, Shringar and Veera. The details of the data set used along with meaning and
associated emotions are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Data set class and it’s meaning and associated emotions

Class Karuna Shanta Shringar Veera

Meaning Pity, sadness Peace Romance, love Heroic, courage

Associated
emotions

Compassion,
sympathy

Calmness,
relaxation

Devotion, beauty Confidence,
pride

2 Study of Related Work and Motivation

The feasibility to implement current work needed exploration of work done in Indic Lan-
guage and Hindi Language, The work done in Hindi is focused to get insight, and image
processing which are representing characters by some researchers is also studied. M.
Shalini [1] used neural network to recognizeHindiwords from image, the researcher used
line segmentation, word segmentation techniques to extract word from the image. Shalini
Puria [2] introduced tri-layered segmentation and bi-leveled-classifier-based classifica-
tion system for Hindi printed documents using Support Vector Machine and Fuzzy.
Jasleen [3] classified Punjabi poetry using linguistic features and weighing, she found
72.04% accuracy with TF weighing and 66.43% with TF-IDF weighing using Support
VectorMachinewith dataset of 2034 Poetries.MandalAK [4] exploredmachine learning
and used Decision Tree (C4.5), Naïve Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbor, and Support Vector
Machine for Bangla corpus, the author performed classification of corpus into business,
sports, health, technology, and education classes. Vandana Jha [5] proposed amethod for
opinion about Hindimovie review and used lexicon based classification techniques using
Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine. Jasleen [6] analyzed performance comparison of
different Techniques used in Formal and Informal Text Classification for sentiment clas-
sification. Noraini Jamal [7] classified Malay poetry into different genre using Support
Vector Machine with ‘rbf’ and ‘linear’ kernel and found maximum accuracy of 58.44%
with dataset of 1500 Poetries. The author also experimented to identify poetry and non-
poetry contents and the accuracy found was 99.9%, the author claims Support Vector
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Machine with ‘linear’ kernel is giving better results than with ‘rbf’ kernel. Hamid R [8]
proposes novel poetic features and classified poem from normal text with 5 different
approaches namely Text Classification, Shape features, combining Rhyme and shape,
combining Rhyme, meter and Shape, combining rhyme and shape with word frequency.
He concludes that using all approaches very efficient classifier is build to classify Nor-
mal Text from Poetry. Shalini Puria [11] proposed a model for devanagari character
classification using Support Vector Machine for printed and handwritten image based
characters and claiming to have accuracy of 99.54% for printed characters and 98.35%
for handwritten characters by using dataset of 60 Documents, there accuracy is high as
they are only categorizing into characters. K Pal [21] surveyed on research done in Indic
Languages and found that the research needs more attention from feature extraction, fea-
ture selection, Classification, Text Summarization aspects using Artificial Intelligence.
Ishaan [12] used Naïve Bayes to build spam filter for Hindi language. C Anne [14]
developed multiclass document Classification using ML and NLP techniques. Experi-
ments byNoraini Jamal [7], evidently shows classifying poetries into poetic genre is very
challenging and achieved accuracy of 58.44% using Support Vector Machine with 1500
Poetries. Yu Meng [15] proposed weakly Supervised Neural Text Classification, which
addresses the lack of training data for text classification using Neural Networks by using
pseudo document generator for generating pseudo training data. Qiancheng Liang [16]
has combined word meaning and semantic features for text classification using neural
networks and machine learning. Tu Cam Thi Tran [17] proposed a model, which uses
keywords with different thresholds for Text Classification.Md Zahidul Islam [18] claims
random Forest is good to deal with noisy data in Text Classification and proposes seman-
tic aware random forest for text classification. Wanwan Zheng [19] claims that feature
selection helps to have 66.67% less training samples. Rui Yao [20] proposed a model,
which identifies false promotions by webpages using sensitive word filtering method.
Cannannore Nidhi Kamath [9] compared performance of many machine learning algo-
rithms and CNN for text classification and found that Logistic regression is performing
better than other machine learning algorithms but CNN is performing better than all.
Mariem Bounabi [10] have raised issues in TF-IDF for text classification and proposes
extended form of it called as FTF-IDF which uses fuzzy to increase the performance of
classification. Anna Surkova [13] uses cognitive approach and linguistic approach for
text classification and claims that linguistic approach does not improve classification.

Studying all the work carried out by diverse researchers motivated to experiment
the capabilities of machine learning techniques for emotion classification represented in
Hindi, which is yet to be explored.

Human beings can understand emotions but training machines to understand “emo-
tions” is challenging due to words order, rhythm, Shape, different way of expressing
emotions by different writer; so much information is fused in short sentences; writing
style of each poet is very different from another poet of same genre poetry; special char-
acters used to end or express certain emotions is also used by some writers but same
special characters are used by different writers in other way.
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3 System Architecture

The System comprises of POS tagging Module, Feature Extraction, Training the
Classifier, and Testing of the Classifier with new unseen test data. The System Archi-
tecture for the classifier using Part-of-the-speech tagging for feature extraction is shown
in Fig. 1.

The System is implemented in Python 3.6 using PyCharm Community Edition on
macOS High Sierra version 10.13.1 with 1.8 GHz Intel Core i5 Processor.

The Data Set comprises of 180 Poems of 4 Categories namely Shringar, Karuna,
Veera and Shanta Ras and represents emotions of Love, Pity, Heroic and Peace
respectively.

Bulk POS tagging Module is developed which perform part of the speech tagging
and tagged 48 Shringar, 49 Karuna, 43 Veera and 40 Shanta Ras Poems. This module
generates tagged poem files, which are stored and used for Feature Extraction.

POS tags which are used for tagging are ‘PRP Pronoun, ‘NNP’ Proper noun, ‘NN’
Noun, ‘JJ’ Adjective, ‘VAUX’ auxiliary Verb, ‘RP’ Particle, ‘RB’ Adverb, ‘CC’ Con-
junction, ‘QF’Quantifiers, ‘PREP’ Postposition, ‘VFM’Verb Finitemain, ‘INTF’ Inten-
sifier, ‘NLOC’ Noun Location, ‘NNC’ Compound, ‘NEG’ Negative, noun ‘QFNUM’
Quantifiers number, ‘QW’ Question words, ‘PUNC’ punctuation, ‘NNPC’ Compound
proper nouns, ‘VNN’ Verb non-finite nominal, ‘NVB’ Noun in Kriyamula, ‘VJJ’ Verb
non-finite adjectival and ‘Unk’Unknown. Figure 2 shows a Sample of one-tagged poetry.

Feature Extraction is crucial for efficient classification; predicting feature set for
classificationwithout experimenting on given data set is not possible, starting experiment
using large Feature set and carefully observing the results the features can be reduced

Fig. 1. System architecture for the classifier using part-of-the-speech tagging for feature
extraction
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Fig. 2. Sample file showing tagging of each word of the poetry

using feature selection. For this research work the POS tagged poems were used to
extract features by monitoring the tagged poem document. There were two ways the
features were extracted using this experiment. Since the poetry express emotions, the
words tagged with ‘Unk’ was ignored for one experiment but was considered for the
second experiment. Thewords, whichwere givenmore importance for this classification,
were Adverbs, Adjectives as they have higher chance to represent emotions. The feature
Set that used ‘Unk’ meaning unknown words was challenging as it was having certain
important features but were also loaded with lot of garbage values including printed and
non-printed characters, this characters were removed by observing keywords extracted
with ‘Unk’ tag and writing script in python to remove unwanted characters from the
Feature Set.

Table 2. Statistics of POS tagging and Keywords Extracted

Poem
class

No. of
documents

No. of
words
tagged

No. of
keywords
extracted

Duration of
process
(HH:MM:SS)

No. of
keywords
ignoring
‘Unk’ tag

Duration of
process
(HH:MM:SS)

Karuna 49 7400 5246 00:01:33 1405 00:01:25

Shanta 40 5144 3818 00:00:51 926 00:00:47

Shringar 48 6875 5066 00:01:11 1002 00:01:05

Veera 43 10537 7966 00:03:10 2022 00:02:59

Total 180 29,956 22,096 00:06:45 5,352 00:06:16
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The Statistics of number of words tagged and feature extracted ignoring ‘Unk’ and
including it are shown in Table 2.

The Sample file for Keywords extracted is shown in Fig. 3., and keywords extracted
ignoring ‘Unk’ is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Sample extracted keywords

Fig. 4. Sample extracted keywords ignoring ‘Unk’ tagged words

The extracted keywords were having certain very common words, which was
removed by creating stop word list. After removing stop words the features were con-
verted into their numeric representation, a sample features alongwith their numeric form
is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Sample extracted features converted to numeric representation

4 Performance Tuning

SGDClassifier and Random Forest classification algorithms were used for this experi-
ment, for better results of precision and recall along with accuracy as measure of per-
formance for classification, Hyper parameter tuning was done for each of the algorithm
and the model was Grid searched to find the best parameters for precision and recall.

The SGDClassifier used parameters loss, alpha, random_state, and shuffle. The loss
parameter was set to ‘hinge’ rest of the parameter was changed; alpha was set to 2 values
1e−3 and 1e−4, random_state was set to “1”, “10”, “100”, “500”, “1000” and shuffle
was set to “True”, “False” values. 20 combinations of parameters were used to search
the best parameter for precision and 20 combinations for best parameters for recall.
Duration of performance tuning with 20 Plus 20 combinations was 0:00:01.310747 h,
i.e. 1:31 s.

The best parameter set for precision and recall was found to be same and is {‘alpha’:
0.001, ‘loss’: ‘hinge’, ‘random_state’: 1, ‘shuffle’: False}. A Subset of combinations of
parameters along with accuracy is represented in Table 3 for precision and recall.

The random Forest algorithm used parameters n_estimators, which decides number
of decision tree to create the forest, random_state with 4 different values and boot-
strap to “True” and “False”, there were 50 combinations of parameters for searching the
best parameters for good precision and 50 combinations for recall. Duration of perfor-
mance tuning with 50 Plus 50 combinations was 0:04:43.029051 h, i.e. 4 min and 43 s.
The experiment shows that the best parameter combination found for precision score
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Table 3. Subset of parameters used for parameter tuning for precision and recall

Parameters for SGDClassifier with loss =
‘hinge’

Alpha Shuffle Random
state

Accuracy

0.001 False 1 56.06%

10 56.06%

True 100 56.03%

10 52.38%

0.0001 False 1 55.30%

1000 55.30%

True 10 53.99%

100 54.42%

is {‘bootstrap’: False, ‘n_estimators’: 500, ‘random_state’: None} and best parameter
combination for recall score is {‘bootstrap’: False, ‘n_estimators’: 500, ‘random_state’:
42}. A subset of parameters combinations for precision along with accuracy achieved
is shown in Table 4 and a subset of all the combinations of parameters used for recall is
shown in Table 5.

Table 4. Subset of Parameters used for parameter tuning for precision

Parameters for Random Forest

Bootstrap Estimator Random state Accuracy

True 50 42 64.81%

20 65.16%

100 None 65.32%

21 62.23%

True 250 21 64.52%

20 62.89%

500 None 63.61%

42 62.13%

Random Forest is taking longer time for performance tuning than SGDClassifier.
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Table 5. Subset of parameters used for parameter tuning for recall

Parameters for Random Forest

Bootstrap Estimator Random state Accuracy

True 500 42 57.02%

None 56.51%

1000 42 57.02%

20 55.68%

False 50 21 59.25%

20 59.16%

500 None 59.49%

42 60.03%

5 Experimentation Results

The performance tuning provided us with best parameters combinations, which can be
used to train the classifier. The model was trained with 134 Poems and tested with
46 poems using SGDClassifier and Random Forest algorithms. Model was trained and
tested using both the feature Set; the results were better when reduced feature set was
used. The Feature Set used along with its statistics and results of the model in terms of
accuracy in shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Results in accuracy

Classifier Feature set with 8
keywords Unk

Accuracy Feature set with 7
keywords

Accuracy

Random Forest 22,096 51.42 5,352 58.69%

SGDClassifier 22,096 40.00 5,352 50.00%

The results of classification is measured in terms of accuracy, but to know the details
about how each class was classified precision and recall of each of the class is monitored.
The Classification Report is shown in Table 7 for Random Forest and SGDClassifier in
Table 8. Shringar and Shanta are having most overlapping features; bringing accuracy
of the entire model down. In future fuzzy logic can be used to deal with the problem of
overlapping. Karuna poems are the most correctly classified class of Poetries.

The model is trained with set of 134 poetries, and tested with 46 poetries, for a robust
classifier it is better to train them with different set of data and test the performance, k
– fold cross validation is done with k = 4 and k = 8 for both the classifiers, the results
of each fold is shown in Table 9 for 4 folds and results are shown in Table 10 for 8 folds.
In k –fold cross validation the data is divided into k equal portions called folds, 1 fold
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Table 7. Classification report of Random Forest with reduced feature set

Class Precision Recall F1 -
score

Support

Karuna 0.92 0.85 0.88 13

Shanta 0.55 0.50 0.52 12

Shringar 0.37 0.64 0.47 11

Veera 0.75 0.30 0.43 10

Accuracy 0.59 46

Macro avg. 0.65 0.57 0.57 46

Weighted avg. 0.65 0.59 0.59 46

Table 8. Classification report of SGDClassifier with reduced feature set

Class Precision Recall F1 -
score

Support

Karuna 1.00 0.77 0.87 13

Shanta 0.42 0.42 0.42 12

Shringar 0.42 0.45 0.43 11

Veera 0.25 0.30 0.27 10

Accuracy 0.50 46

Macro avg. 0.52 0.49 0.50 46

Weighted avg. 0.55 0.50 0.52 46

is used for testing and rest portions are used for training, the model is trained and tested
for k times. Visualization of how k-fold works is shown in Fig. 6.

Table 9. Results of k - folds cross validation with k = 4

Classifier/folds Fold 1 Fold 2 Fold 3 Fold 4 Average accuracy

Random Forest 70.27% 64.86% 59.45% 55.55% 62.53%

SGDClassifier 62.16% 43.24% 56.75% 55.55% 54.42%
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Table 10. Results of k - folds cross validation with k = 8

Classifier/folds Fold 1 Fold 2 Fold 3 Fold 4 Fold 5 Fold 6 Fold 7 Fold 8 Average
Accuracy

Random
Forest

63.15% 68.42% 63.15% 61.11% 50.00% 61.11% 66.66% 50.00% 60.45%

SGDClassifier 57.89% 47.36% 42.10% 27.77% 55.55% 61.11% 55.55% 38.88% 48.28%

Fig. 6. K-fold cross validation data set division

The results of k – fold cross validation consistently shows good results, except 1 or
2 fold with poor accuracy. The range of results in accuracy using box plot is shown in
Fig. 7 (a) and average accuracy using bar plot is shown in Fig. 7 (b) for k = 4. For k =
8 the results are visualized using box plot for showing range in Fig. 8 (a) and average
results are shown in Fig. 8 (b) using bar plot.
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Fig. 7. K-fold cross validation with 4 folds (a) range of results (b) average accuracy

Fig. 8. K-fold cross validation with 8 folds (a) range of results (b) average accuracy

6 Conclusion

Emotion Classification in any form is challenging, this research work used 180 poetries
and tagged using part-of-the-Speech tagging, and the data set was then partitioned into
134 poetries for training and 46 poetries for testing. The feature was extracted on key-
words basis by manually monitoring the tagged files, two set of Feature set was prepared
one using 8- keywords with 22,096 features and another reduced the feature set using 7
keywords with 5352 features. The experiment used Grid Search for performance tuning
and experimented with 50 combinations of parameters using Random Forest for score
precision and 50 combinations for score recall, to find the best parameter set for the
dataset using Random Forest. To find best parameters set for SGDClassifier 20 com-
binations for precision and 20 combinations for recall were used. Both the algorithms
trained the model one at a time using their best parameters found using performance
tuning. The accuracy achieved with 8-keyword feature set was found to be 51.42% for
Random Forest and 40% for SGDClassifier. Using reduced Feature set to train classi-
fier; the classification accuracy was better with 58.69% accuracy for random forest and
50:00% accuracy for SGDClassifier. The results were also validated using k – fold cross
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validation giving average results of 62.53% for 4 folds and 60.45% for 8 folds using
Random Forest and 54.42% for 4 folds and 48.28% for 8 folds using SGDClassifier. The
results of Random Forest are better compared to SGDClassifier in all scenarios.

7 Limitation and Future Work

The Classes Shanta and Shringar is having overlapping features which is troubling the
performance of the model developed in this research work. In future fuzzy logic will be
used to solve the overlapping feature problem.

Secondly POS tagger available forHindi language available inNLTK is usedwhich is
tagging a lot of words in the poetry as ‘Unk’ meaning unknown, but observing the tagged
poems shows that there are important words related to Hindi poetry which are tagged
as ‘Unk’ but certain garbage values are also tagged as ‘Unk’. Currently all those visible
and not visible garbage values are cleaned with script in python. In future algorithm will
be developed to extract important features from ‘Unk’ keywords extracted from tagged
poems to make feature set rich for better emotion Classification.
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